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light bulb. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Find the Ford radio wiring diagram you need to
install your car stereo and save time. Scroll down and find the Ford wire guide you need. Every
Ford stereo wiring diagram contains information from other Ford owners. Really need wiring
diagram for expedition sync radio with factory sub and dual rear dvd headrests thanks. I need a
Ford Escape radio and amp wiring diagram with premium Audiophile sound with Sync and
voice activated navigation. Can you help? I have ford expedition with cd cassette deck radio
without rear dvd and without steering wheel radio controls. I just bought a cd navigation stereo
out of a expedition could you send me what ever wiring diagrams I may need to wire in the gps
stereo in my dash so it will work? That would be greatly appreciated. Reece, as much as we
would like to help you with your Ford Courier, our website only features wiring information
about United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck with your Ford Courier stereo wiring
diagram search. Rommel, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car radio wiring
info listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford Fiesta
radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and post a reply. I have ford escape and I wanted to put a
new stereo in so I was wondering if I could get the wiring diagram for itâ€¦. Brad, as much as we
would like to assist you, most of the car radio wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford Mustang II stereo wire info but
hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to assist
you. Thank you. Aaron, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wire
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Ford
E radio wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to chime in and help you out. Will really appreciate it, Thanks. Thx so
much for your time!!! Stephen, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Falcon
Turbo, we only have information about United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with
your search. You can do this by using an Automotive Fuse Tester and making sure all of your
fuses are not blown. If all of your fuses are good, your Ford Explorer may have a factory amp
that needs to be turned on by your aftermarket stereo. The car radio amplifier trigger wire has to
be wired up to turn on your factory amp to output sound from your speakers. Hope this points
you in the right direction. Good luck with your Ford Explorer radio install. Still, as much as we
would like to help you, most of the car stereo wiring information listed on our website is
provided by our visitors. We currently do not have the Crown Victoria Police Interceptor stereo
wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to chime in and help you out. Julie, yes you can hook up your an amplifier and

subwoofer to your stock stereo. You will need some aftermarket electronics to hook up a
subwoofer to your Ford Escape factory stereo. You will need five components:. Car Subwoofer
2. Car Subwoofer Box to house your car subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your
subwoofer power needs and ohm rating. Car Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power
needs of your amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter to feed an audio signal from your factory radio
to your aftermarket amplifier. First run all your amplifier power from your car battery to where
you plan on mounting your amplifier. Next, run your ground wire from your grounding point to
your amplifier. This will provide an audio signal to your after market amp. Lastly, connect your
subwoofer to your after market amplifier using the speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Hope
this helps. Good luck with your Ford Escape amplifier and subwoofer installation. My main
issue is finding a converter. I have a stock 6-disc cd changer and want to keep it, everybody is
telling me i have to buy a aftermarket cd player thoughâ€¦. Please helpâ€¦thanks! Aaron, as
much as we would like to help you with your Ford Falcon, we only have information about
United States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your Ford Falcon stereo wiring diagram
search. Ben, as much as we would like to help you with your Ford Laser, we only have
information about United States Domestic Market cars. Kevin, you will need an automotive
auxiliary input adapter. This adapter will allow you to input any mp3 player or portable music
player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost effective way to add an audio
input into your factory stereo. Here is the adapter you will need:. Aux Input Adapter for Ford
Escape. Good luck with your Ford Escape aux input adapter installation. Im looking for a 07
Ford Escape in dash 6 cd Audiophile wiring diagram and what would i need to hoop up my iPod
to it? I need the radio wiring diagram for a Ford F reg cab. I removed the old radio and
according to some people they say I have a premium sound system. The radio I removed has 2
seperate plugs on the back. The adapter kit I bought only has one plug that fits the one stock
connector. Is there a seperate amp that goes to the second plug and then to the speakers, if so
where is it located? Do I need to buy a special adapter? That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford Fusion is on and off whenever your Ford Fusion is off. Just make sure to run an
in-line fuse holder with a 1-amp fuse on the amplifier turn on wire. Good luck with your Ford
Fusion amplifier install. I need the factory amp wiring diagram for a Fusion sport with the Sony
audio package. Specifically looking for the factory amp turn on wire to tap for another amp.. I
have a f with the Sony navigation and I wanted to take out the sub it comes with and put in
aftermarket amp and sub do u have the speaker wire diagram and something on how to remove
the stereo to splice in to the wires to add the RCA output thing. Thank u. The Falcon is
Australian model i dont know what the us equivalent is. That way your amplifier is on whenever
your Ford F is on and off whenever your Ford F is off. Which wire do I use for an amplifier
remote turn on in a f? If you know a pin that would work too. Thanks for your help. Good luck
with your Ford Explorer navigation system installation. Lonny, most late model vehicles do not
have inputs to feed an mp3 audio signal to your factory stereo. You would have to install
automotive auxiliary input adapter. An automotive auxiliary input adapter will allow you to input
any mp3 player or portable music player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most
cost effective to add an audio input into your factory stereo. Auxiliary Input Adapter for Ford F
Good luck with your Ford F aux input adapter installation. I have a ford F super duty that has the
ford six CD changer stereo stock in it. I was wondering if there is a place on this stereo to plug
an auxiliary I-pod. I noticed on the front of the stereo there is an auxiliary push button. I am
looking for a car stereo wiring diagram for a Ford Ranger. Specifically for the front and rear
speakers. Kevin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. You would have to install a line out converter to
supply an audio output. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. We suggest you invest in
some solid wire taps that wont come loose. These wire tap connectors will allow you to tap into
wires without cutting and installs in seconds by hand with no crimping or tools required. Good
luck. The idiot that owned my car before me chopped up all the wires. Hi, i am looking for the
wiring diagram for a ford fusion sport, 12 sony surround speaker system, sync, no nav screen.
That way your amplifier is on whenever your Ford Taurus is on and off whenever your Ford
Taurus is off. Good luck with your amplifier install. I need a wiring diagram for a 93 Ford Probe
GT. It has a premium factory system. Cool Site! Installing new CD player in. Danzart,
unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles.
Good luck on your Ford Fairmont radio wiring diagram search. I am looking for the stereo wiring
for a Ford F with the 6 CD changer in the back. Woft, unfortunately we only feature wiring
diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your El Falcon Futura radio
wiring diagram search. Hiâ€¦ I have a EL Falcon futura this is Australian model and name and i
dont know if you have the equivalent under a different name. It has a cheap and nasty stereo
fitted model FCTA2-B and i would like a wiring diagram for it if possible. I am looking for a radio

wiring diagram for a Ford Thunderbird Elan 5. That way your amplifier is on whenever your is on
and off whenever your car is off. Good luck with your amp install. Allan, unfortunately we only
feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic Market vehicles. Good luck on your wire
diagram search. I would like the stero wiring diagram for a ed ford station wagon-4 speakeraustralian made vehicle. I am trying to install a newer sterio. Does anyone have the wiring color
diagram? Justin, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. I have a Ford Ranger that i bought an amp for, and
i need to know what wires i need to splice into on the factory unit for the RCA wires and which
wire to use as the amp trigger wire. I need a wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport trac with
the Piooneer premium sound system, amp, sub woofer,and rear seat control. Can you please
help me with this? I need a radio wiring diagram for a Ford Explorer Sport Trac with the Pioneer
Premium sound system with a amp and one sub woofer. I have the model with the 6 CD changer
and amplifier. Chris, unfortunately we only feature wiring diagrams for United States Domestic
Market vehicles. Good luck on your search. I am looking for a radio wiring diagram color code
for a ford explorer sport truck. Looking for a stereo wiring diagram for ford expedition eddie
bauer with entertainment system. Wanting to replace factory amp in Ford T Bird, has the
premium soud system, need wiring diag and color codes for all the wires at the factory amp.
Thanks, Tim. Tony, as much as we would like to help you we do not have wiring diagrams for
Australian vehicles. We only have car stereo wiring diagrams for USDM vehicles. I spoke with a
company and they said it had to be hardwired. However, the previous owner had a working
harness.. If we find it, we will post it as soon as possible. Please check back. Thanks for
visiting. If nothing else would like to have the wiring for the power antenea not sure what wires I
need to hook it up to an aftermarket stereo. Thanks Floyd. Thanks, Jose. Any help would be
great Thanks in advance. Thank you! If you could send me this that would be awesome. I am
looking for a stock amp wiring diagram for a mustang gt convertible. Also a radio wiring
diagram would be great. Im trying to install a aftermarket stereo in my 96 ford explorer xlt eddie
bower with jbl and cd changer can you please show me the wiring diagram? Good Luck. I have
a Ford Taurus that I would like to install a system into. I would like to keep my factory radio due
to how it is installed in the car already built in with the heater controls. My plan was to splice
into the rear speaker wire to get my source for the amp I know a already amplified source will
lead to distortion and humâ€¦ What I need is to know is what wire do I splice into on the back of
the radio for the remote power on the amp? I am looking for a radio wireing diagram for a ford
windstarâ€¦The factory color codes are needed. Dwayne, you can simply take a AA battery,
connect two wires to each end and then touch the positive side wire and the negative side wire
to each speaker terminal. If the speaker cone moves outward, then the positive speaker terminal
is the side with the positive side wire. If the speaker cone moves inward then the positive
speaker terminal is the negative side wire. When testing for polarity, just tap the terminals. Do
not leave your speaker connected to the battery as it may damage it. Which one is the positive
and negative on each door? I would like to find a wiring diagram to the stereo unit in a Ford
Mustang. It has the Fm reciever with tape deck and a seperate cd player unit. All your help will
be appreciated. I am looking for a wiring diagram of the stock radio on the Ford Focus S model.
I want to hook up an amp and sub, and I know I need to use a line output converter, but I need to
find out what wires to use for the rear left and right positive and negative and the accessory
turn on lead. It only has the basic, stock 4 speaker set up. Thank You. I am looking for a radio
and speaker wiring diagram for Ford Fusion SE with the premium sound 6 speakers with amp.
Please help! I am looking for a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer with factory cd changer.
We have a 98 mustang convertible, I fear it has the seperate radio and stock amplifier. How can
we wire a standard aftermarket radio to it?? Sean, it will take extensive electrical know how to
change the color of the radio lighting. We recommend you get a car radio that features
selectable color settings. Installing an amp and need speaker wire colors and 12V switched wire
for remote power on. Thanks in advanceâ€¦. I want to install an amp and some other speakers. It
sounds like your radio screen may have burned out. You can either get it repaired by an
authorized repair center or replace the whole radio. My problem is the radio is functioning but
no LCD monitor. I need a diagram for a Crown Victoria with standard cassette. Can anyone help
me pls? I have a ford aerostar and I need a stereo wiring diagram desperately. Angela, Use the
dark blue wire for your power antenna. The dark blue wire is used for the amp as well. It has the
Climate control system in it and has a JBL speaker set up. I am looking for a stereo wiring
diagram for a Ford F pickup. Any information you can send me would be appreciated. I need the
pinouts for the 16 pin plug that goes into the radio for a Ford Explorer. I have a ford mustang lx.
When i bought it there was no stereo or anyting in it. Just recently bought a sony xplod gs
stereo for it. Upon looking at the wires in there i couldnt decypher what was what. There are 4
red ones that i thought were the speakers but one has a black running along side it. Any help is

greatly appreciated. I am in need of a radio wiring diagram for a ford explorer xlt, the radio that
was in it got stolen so I am trying to put another in.. Josh, ask and you shall receive: Ford
Mustang Radio Wires. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Ford Radio
Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
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Instrument Cluster. Warning Lights And Chimes. Entertainment Systems. Auxiliary Input Jack
Line In. Family Entertainment System. Climate Controls. Rear Window Defroster. Turn Signal
Control. Bulb Replacement. Driver Controls. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Power Windows.
Speed Control. Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Ford motor company ford crown victoria
owner's guide pages. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring
obligation. Page 4: Introduction â€” Special handling may apply for service or vehicle end of life
disposal. See Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this
handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and
pleasure you will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained
in comments highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. These comments should be read and
observed. Page 6 In order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company,
Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities may access vehicle diagnostic information
through a direct connection to your vehicle when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 7
Introduction To access this information, special equipment must be directly connected to the
recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data
recorder information without obtaining consent, unless pursuant to court order or where
required by law enforcement, other government authorities or other third parties acting with
lawful authority. Page 8 Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on your
vehicle. Many lights will illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure the bulbs work.
Page 11 Instrument Cluster Under engine misfire conditions, excessive exhaust temperatures
could damage the catalytic converter, the fuel system, interior floor coverings or other vehicle
components, possibly causing a fire. Page 12 Instrument Cluster Anti-lock brake system: If the
ABS light stays illuminated or continues to flash, a malfunction has been detected, have the
system serviced immediately by your authorized dealer. Normal braking is still functional unless
the brake warning light also is illuminated. Airbag readiness: If this light fails to illuminate when
the ignition is turned to ON, continues to flash or Page 13 Instrument Cluster Low tire pressure
warning if equipped : Illuminates when your tire pressure is low. If the light remains ON at start
up or while driving, the tire pressure should be checked. Refer to Inflating your tires in the Tires,
Wheels and Loading chapter. Page 14 Instrument Cluster Low washer fluid if equipped :
Illuminates when the windshield washer fluid is low. Turn signal: Illuminates when the left or
right turn signal or the hazard lights are turned on. If the indicators flash faster, check for a
burned out bulb. High beams: Illuminates when the high beam headlamps are turned on. Engine
coolant temperature gauge: Indicates engine coolant temperature. If it enters the red section,
the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and

let the engine cool. Page 16 Instrument Cluster Fuel gauge: Indicates approximately how much
fuel is left in the fuel tank when the ignition is in the ON position. The fuel gauge may vary
slightly when the vehicle is in motion or on a grade. The FUEL icon and arrow indicates which
side of the vehicle the fuel filler door is located. Page 17 Instrument Cluster Trip odometer:
Registers the miles kilometers of individual journeys. Press the stem again to select Trip A and
Trip B features. Page Entertainment Systems Quick start â€” How to get going Driving while
distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. Ford strongly recommends
that drivers use extreme caution when using any device that may take their focus off the road.
The drivers primary responsibility is the safe operation of their vehicle. Page 19 Entertainment
Systems Listening to satellite radio if equipped 1. Note: The system may take a few moments to
turn on. Page 20 Entertainment Systems For a single CD system, if a disc is not already loaded,
insert only one, label side up into the CD slot. The first track on the disc will begin playing. If
you wish to engage shuffle mode right away, press SEEK to begin random play. Otherwise,
random play will begin when the current track is finished playing. Page 22 if equipped Driving
while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. Refer to Category
Mode under Menu for further information. Check with your authorized dealer for availability.
Press to cycle through the saved songs. When the song appears in the display that you would
like to delete, press OK. The song will appear in the display for confirmation. Press OK to close
and return to the main menu. If a specific category is selected, Jazz, Rock, News, etc. Page 29
Entertainment Systems In satellite radio mode if equipped , press and hold to hear a brief
sampling of the next channels. Press again to stop. Page 30 if equipped Driving while distracted
can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. Page 36 Entertainment Systems Tune
to the desired station. Page 37 Entertainment Systems Page Auxiliary Input Jack Line In
Auxiliary input jack Line in Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control,
accident and injury. Page Usb Port USB port if equipped Driving while distracted can result in
loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. This feature allows you to plug in media playing
devices, memory sticks, and also to charge devices. Page 41 CD units are designed to play
commercially pressed 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Do not use any
irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached. For more information on
track and folder mode, refer to Sample MP3 structure in the following section. Page Satellite
Radio Information Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to change, rearrange, add or
delete programming including canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices,
at any time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any
such programming changes. While in Satellite Radio mode, you can view this number on the
radio display by pressing AUX and Preset 1 control simultaneously. The indicator light will turn
off indicating the system is off. Note: The audio from the DVD system will play over all vehicle
speakers and can be adjusted by the radio volume control. Page 48 Entertainment Systems 3.
To play an auxiliary source through the DVD system The DVD system can be used to connect
and play auxiliary electronic devices such as game systems, personal camcorders, video
cassette recorders, etc. Page 49 Entertainment Systems To listen to audio over the headphones
Dual play mode : 1. You may listen to channels A and B over wired or wireless headphones.
Refer to Using the infrared wireless headphones and Using wired headphones for further
information. Page 50 Entertainment Systems 2. Adjust the volume levels using the volume
controls on the DVD system. A display will appear at the bottom of the screen indicating the
brightness level. Page 52 Entertainment Systems 8. LCD screen: The eight inch diagonal screen
rotates down to view and up into housing to store when not in use. Page 53 Entertainment
Systems Page 54 Entertainment Systems 1. When not in a Menu, the left and right cursor
controls decrease and increase the display brightness. Page 55 Entertainment Systems 8. Press
and release to advance to the next chapter. Page 56 Entertainment Systems Battery
replacement Batteries are supplied with the remote control unit. Since all batteries have a
limited shelf life, replace them when the unit fails to control the DVD player. Remove the screw
and unlatch the battery cover to access the batteries. The remote control unit uses two AAA
batteries which are supplied with the unit. Page 57 Entertainment Systems Headphones
Wireless headphones The driver should never use the headphones while driving the vehicle.
Using headphones may prevent the driver from hearing audible warnings such as horns or
emergency sirens, which could result in a crash causing serious injury. Give your full attention
to driving and to the road. Page 58 Entertainment Systems To install the batteries, remove the
screw at the bottom of the cover. Then, lightly press down on top and slide the cover off. When
replacing the batteries, use two new batteries alkaline recommended and install them with the
correct orientation as indicated in the battery housing. A red indicator light will illuminate
indicating the headphones are ON. Page 60 Entertainment Systems Wired headphones Do not

leave children unattended in the vehicle and do not let children operate the system while
unsupervised. If wired headphones or auxiliary systems are used, children may become
entangled in the cords and seriously injure themselves. The driver should never use the
headphones while driving the vehicle. Page 61 Entertainment Systems Single Play: Single play
consists of all occupants in the vehicle listening to the same playing media over the front and
rear speakers. The system default is Angle 1. The system default is English. The system default
is OFF. This is disc dependent. Page 65 Entertainment Systems 4. The track and elapsed time
will appear in the status bar. Use the DVD cursor controls on the bezel to highlight which track
you would like to play. We do not recommend using high capacity discs containing MB of
storage. Page 67 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact
discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD and DVD players. Page 68 Entertainment
Systems Press to adjust volume levels. Slow play 1. With a DVD playing, press pause. Press
and hold the reverse or advance button to enter into slow play mode. This headphone will listen
to the media selected on the Channel A source. When you need to make any adjustments to the
media, volume, etc, ensure that the Channel A source is highlighted. Page 70 Entertainment
Systems Audio interaction You can then also use the front audio controls to advance, reverse,
play and pause a DVD. Page 71 Safety information Driving while distracted can result in loss of
vehicle control, accident and injury. See your dealer. Do not insert foreign objects into the DVD
compartment. Do not leave children unattended in the vehicle and do not let children operate
the system while unsupervised. Temperature selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow
in the vehicle. Air flow selections: Controls the distribution of the airflow in the vehicle. Page 76
Climate Controls 5. Use with recirculated air to improve cooling performance and efficiency. Fan
speed adjustment: Controls the volume of air circulated in the vehicle. Recirculated air may
reduce the amount of time needed to cool down the interior of the vehicle and may also help
reduce undesired odors from reaching the interior of the vehicle. Recirculation can be engaged
manually in any airflow selection except defrost. Page 79 Climate Controls EXT: Press to
display outside temperature. Press again to display cabin temperature settings. Note: Exterior
readings are more accurate when the vehicle is moving. Page Rear Window Defroster Climate
Controls Do not place objects on top of the instrument panel as these objects may become
projectiles in a collision or sudden stop. The ignition must be in the 3 RUN position to operate
the rear window defroster. Rotate to the second position to turn on the headlamps. Autolamp
control The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off control of the exterior
lights normally controlled by the headlamp control. Page 82 Lights Fog lamp control if equipped
The headlamp control also operates the fog lamps. The fog lamps can be turned on when the
headlamp control is in the positions and the high beams are not turned on. Pull headlamp
control towards you to turn fog lamps on. Page 83 Lights Always remember to turn on your
headlamps at dusk or during inclement weather. The Daytime Running Lamp DRL system does
not activate the tail lamps and generally may not provide adequate lighting during these
conditions. Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions may result in a collision.
Measure the height of the headlamp bulb center from the ground and mark an 8 foot 2. When
moist air enters the headlamp s through the vents, there is a possibility that condensation can
occur. To replace all instrument panel lights - see your authorized dealer. Page 88 Lights 5.
Disconnect the electrical connector from the bulb. Connect the electrical connector on the bulb.
Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from your hand could
cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Follow the same steps to
replace either bulb: 1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF position and then open the
liftgate to expose the lamp assembly bolts. Page 90 Lights 4. Pull bulb straight out of socket
and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly and rotate clockwise.
To install, carefully press the lamp assembly into liftgate. Replacing fog lamp bulbs if equipped
1. Speed dependent wipers: When the wiper control is on, the speed of the wipers will
automatically adjust with the vehicle speed. Select: 2 â€” Normal speed operation of rear wiper.
OFF â€” Rear wiper and washer off. Slide on rod feature The visor will slide back and forth on
the rod for increased sunlight coverage. Rotate the visor towards the side window and extend it
rearward for additional sunlight coverage. These include: 1. Cupholders 2. Tissue box holder
located on underside of console lid 3. Rear power point 4. Utility compartment with a clamshell
tray with coin holder and a removable divider for organizing and storing personal items
including Page 95 Driver Controls To have full capacity usage of your power point, the engine is
required to be running to avoid unintentional discharge of the battery. They may seriously injure
themselves. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Window lock The window lock feature allows only the
driver to operate the power windows. Press the left side to restore the window controls. Page 98
Driver Controls With voice activated Navigation System or SYNC The mirror will automatically
return to the normal state whenever the vehicle is placed in R Reverse to ensure a bright clear

view when backing up. Do not block the sensors on the front and back of the interior rear view
mirror since this may impair proper mirror performance. Page Speed Control Driver Controls
Fold-away mirrors Pull the side mirrors in carefully when driving through a narrow space, like
an automatic car wash. Heated outside mirrors if equipped Both mirrors are heated
automatically to remove ice, mist and fog when the rear window defrost is activated. Page
Driver Controls 3. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. The indicator light on the instrument
cluster will turn on. Press and hold to exit voice command. Press to activate phone mode or
answer a phone call. Page Driver Controls Note: Do not attempt to move the panoramic power
sunshades manually or sunshade damage or malfunction may occur. The sunshade track clips
are designed to release the sunshade crossbar in order to prevent damage to the system. If this
occurs the sunshade crossbar ends may just need to be slid back into position to regain proper
function. The motors will revert back to normal operation after a period of idle time. Page Driver
Controls 1. Position the end of your hand-held transmitter 1â€”3 inches 2â€”8 cm away from the
HomeLink button you wish to program located on your visor while keeping the indicator light in
view. Simultaneously press and hold both the chosen HomeLink and hand-held transmitter
buttons until the HomeLink indicator light changes from a slow to a rapidly blinking light.
Release both buttons. Do not hold for longer that 30 seconds. Autolamp if equipped This feature
keeps your headlights on for up to three minutes after the ignition is switched off. Page Driver
Controls Most geographic areas zones have a magnetic north compass point that varies slightly
from the northerly direction on maps. This variation is four degrees between adjacent zones and
will become noticeable as the vehicle crosses multiple zones. A correct zone setting will
eliminate this error. Page Driver Controls 6. Press the SETUP control repeatedly until the correct
zone setting for your geographic location is displayed on the message center. Autolock This
feature automatically locks all vehicle doors when the vehicle is shifted into any gear, putting
the vehicle in motion. Page Driver Controls In the event of a multiple warning situation, the
message center will cycle the display to show all warnings by displaying each one for several
seconds. The message center will display the last selected feature if there are no more warning
messages. Displayed when the rear left door is not completely closed. Displayed when the rear
right door is not completely closed. Displayed when the manual park brake is set, the engine is
running and the vehicle is driven more than 3 mph 5 km. To install floor mats that have a
retention post: Position the floor mat so that the eyelet is over the pointed end of the retention
post and rotate forward to Page Driver Controls Make sure that the liftgate is closed to prevent
exhaust fumes from being drawn into the vehicle. This will also prevent passengers and cargo
from falling out. If you must drive with the liftgate door open, keep the vehicle well ventilated so
outside air comes into the vehicle. Page Driver Controls Do not attempt to manually force the
liftgate to travel faster than the power system will permit. This will activate the obstacle
detection feature. The liftgate could be damaged from the contact. Page Driver Controls To
power open the liftgate with outside liftgate control button: 1. To open, unlock the liftgate with
the integrated keyhead transmitter or power door unlock control. Push the control button
located above the liftgate outside handle to unlatch and power open the liftgate. Page Driver
Controls Obstacle detection The power liftgate system is equipped with an obstacle detection
feature. If the power liftgate is closing, the system will reverse to full open when it detects an
obstacle. A chime will sound 3 times when an obstacle is detected as the liftgate begins to
reopen. When loading the luggage rack, it is recommended to evenly distribute the load, as well
as maintain a low center of gravity. Ensure that the load is securely fastened. The IKT functions
as both a programmed ignition key that operates all the locks and starts the vehicle, and a
remote keyless entry transmitter. Vehicles with a power liftgate will have a four-button IKT while
vehicles without a power liftgate will have a three-button IKT. Page Locks and Security
Recommended handling of the Integrated Keyhead Transmitter IKT To avoid inadvertently
activating the remote entry functions of your vehicle, it is recommended that the Integrated
Keyhead Transmitter IKT be handled properly when starting and turning off your vehicle. Smart
locks This feature helps to prevent you from locking yourself out of the vehicle if your key is
still in the ignition. When you open one of the front doors or the liftgate and you lock the vehicle
with the power door lock control on the driver or passenger door trim panel , all the doors will
lock, then all doors will automatically Turn the ignition to the 1 LOCK position. Close all the
doors. Enter factoryâ€”set 5â€”digit entry code. You must complete Steps 1â€”5 within 30
seconds or the procedure will have to be repeated. If the procedure needs to be repeated, wait a
minimum of 30 seconds before beginning again. The childproof locks are located on rear edge
of each rear door and must be set separately for each door. Page Locks and Security Note: If
any door or the liftgate is not closed, the horn will chirp twice and the lamps will not flash.
Opening the power liftgate if equipped Press twice within 3 seconds to fully unlatch and open
the liftgate. Make sure all persons are clear of the liftgate area before using power liftgate

control. Page Locks and Security Activating the memory feature To activate this feature: 1.
Position the seat and mirrors to the desired positions. Page Locks and Security 2. Do not wipe
off any grease on the battery terminals on the back surface of the circuit board. Remove the old
battery. Note: Please refer to local regulations when disposing of transmitter batteries. Insert
the new battery. Refer to the instructions inside the IKT for the correct orientation of the battery.
Page Locks and Security 5. Turn the ignition back to the 3 RUN position. The horn will chirp one
time to confirm programming mode has been entered and is active. Press the power door
unlock control twice within 5 seconds. Note: The horn will chirp once to indicate the perimeter
lighting feature has been deactivated. You can also create up to three of your own 5â€”digit
personal entry codes. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss
of security protection. You need to prevent these objects from touching the coded IKT while
starting the engine. These objects will not cause damage to the coded IKT, but may cause a
momentary issue if they are too close to the IKT when starting the engine. The IKT functions as
both a programmed ignition key that operates all the locks and starts the vehicle, as well as a
remote keyless entry transmitter. Page Locks and Security Please read and understand the
entire procedure before you begin. Insert the first previously programmed coded key into the
ignition. Keep the ignition in the 3 RUN position for at least three seconds, but no more than 10
seconds. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of injury in a collision
or sudden stop. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Push release button to lower head restraint.
Using the manual lumbar support if equipped The lumbar control is located on the side of the
seat cushion. Lift up or down to adjust lumbar support. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Lift
handle to move seat forward or backward. Pump the handle upwards to raise the cushion and
pump downward to lower the cushion to the desired location. Pull lever up to adjust seatback.
Folding down the front passenger seatback if equipped The front passenger seatback can be
folded to a horizontal position to make room for a long load. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
3. Pull up on the recliner handle located on the outboard side of the seat to fold the front
passenger seatback. Without releasing the handle, push the seatback forward. Move the seat as
far forward as possible. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Sitting improperly out of position or
with the seat back reclined too far can take off weight from the seat cushion and affect the
decision of the front passenger sensing system, resulting in serious injury or death in a crash.
Always sit upright against your seatback, with your feet on the floor. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Memory seat and mirrors if equipped This system allows automatic positioning of the
driver seat and outside rearview mirrors, to two programmable positions. The memory seat
control is located on the driver door. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Heated seats if
equipped Persons who are unable to feel pain to the skin because of advanced age, chronic
illness, diabetes, spinal cord injury, medication, alcohol use, exhaustion, or other physical
conditions, must exercise care when using the seat heater. The seat heater may cause burns
even at low temperatures, especially if used for long periods of time. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints The head restraints can be moved up by pulling up on the head restraint. Push
release button to lower head restraint. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2nd row manual
folding seat To fold down the rear seat, pull up on the lever on the outboard side of the seat
cushion and let the seatback rotate downward into the load floor position. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Returning the 2nd row seatback to the upright position Before returning the
seatback to its original position, make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the
seatback. After returning the seatback to its original position, pull on the seatback to ensure
that the latches are engaged. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Seat mounted armrest and
cupholders Your vehicle is equipped with a rear seat armrest. To fold the armrest down, release
the latch located on the seatback by pressing down and pulling forward. To access the cup
holders, lift up one of the slotted areas on the cover. The system is able to analyze different
occupant conditions and crash severity before activating the appropriate safety devices to help
better protect a range of occupants in a variety of frontal crash situations. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Driver and passenger dual-stage airbag supplemental restraints The
dual-stage airbags offer the capability to tailor the level of airbag inflation energy. A lower, less
forceful energy level is provided for more common, moderate-severity impacts. A higher energy
level is used for the most severe impacts. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The front
passenger sensing system can automatically turn off the front passenger airbag and passenger
seat-mounted side airbag. The system is designed to help protect small child size occupants
from frontal airbag deployments when they are seated or restrained in the front passenger seat
contrary to proper child-seating or restraint usage recommendations. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints position sensor, and front passenger sensing system. In addition, the RCM also
monitors the restraints warning light in the instrument cluster. A difficulty with the system is
indicated by one or more of the following. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Each seating

position in your vehicle has a specific safety belt assembly which is made up of one buckle and
one tongue that are designed to be used as a pair. Page How to disengage the automatic
locking mode Ford Motor Company recommends that all passenger safety belt assemblies and
attaching hardware should be inspected by an authorized dealer after any collision to verify that
the automatic locking retractor feature for child seats is still working properly. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints To adjust the comfort guide: 1. Slip the shoulder belt into the belt guide.
Position the safety belt comfort guide so that the belt rests across the middle of your shoulder.
Page if equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and
tether anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor
Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision
be replaced. Page Seating and Safety Restraints If Page Seating and Safety Restraints The
following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts All statistics based on U.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Reasons given Frontal airbags are not designed to inflate in
rear and side crashes or rollovers. People who are ejected are 40 times more likely to DIE. All
occupants of the vehicle, including the driver, should always properly wear their safety belts,
even when an air bag supplemental restraint system SRS is provided. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Never place your arm over the airbag module as a deploying airbag can result in
serious arm fractures or other injuries. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children and airbags
Children must always be properly restrained. Accident statistics suggest that children are safer
when properly restrained in the rear seating positions than in the front seating position. Failure
to follow these instructions may increase the risk of injury in a collision. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints The airbags inflate and deflate rapidly upon activation. After airbag
deployment, it is normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery residue or smell the burnt propellant.
This may consist of cornstarch, talcum powder to lubricate the bag or sodium compounds e.
Refer to Front passenger sensing system. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The front
passenger sensing system uses a passenger airbag off or pass airbag off indicator which will
illuminate and stay lit to remind you that the front passenger frontal airbag is disabled. The
indicator lamp is located in the center stack of the instrument panel above the climate controls.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does the side airbag system work? The design and
development of the side airbag system included recommended testing procedures that were
developed by a group of automotive safety experts known as the Side Airbag Technical Working
Group. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Several air bag system components get hot after
inflation. Do not touch them after inflation. If the side airbag has deployed, the airbag will not
function again. The side airbag system including the seat must be inspected and serviced by an
authorized dealer. Failure to follow these instructions may increase the risk of personal injury in
the event of a collision. Page Child Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints Disposal of airbags
and airbag equipped vehicles including pretensioners See your authorized dealer. Page To
improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety
seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats
position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low
across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children
and booster seats vary widely in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps the lap belt low
and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the shoulder belt to
cross the chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Page 80 lb 36 kg using an upper
torso harness and a belt-positioning booster. Ford Motor Company recommends the use of a
child safety seat having a top tether strap. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly,
the child may be injured in a sudden stop or collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2.
Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints 5. To put the retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the
shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is pulled out and a click is
heard. Allow the belt to retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic
locking mode. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Attaching child safety seats with tether
straps Most new forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which goes over the
back of the seat and hooks to an anchoring point. Tether straps are available as an accessory
for many older safety seats. Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for information about
ordering a tether strap. Locate the correct anchor behind the gap cover for the selected seating
position. Clip the tether strap to the anchor as shown. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly,
the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event of a collision. The anchors at the
center of the rear seat are further apart than the sets of lower anchors for child seat installation
at other seating positions. Page Seating and Safety Restraints If you install a child seat with
rigid LATCH attachments, do not tighten the tether strap enough to lift the child seat off the
vehicle seat cushion when the child is seated in it. Keep the tether strap just snug without lifting

the front of the child seat. Crossover vehicles are not designed for cornering at speeds as high
as passenger cars any more than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily
under off-road conditions. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading driving surfaces are relatively level,
obstruction-free and otherwise similar to normal on-road driving conditions. Operating your
vehicle under other than those conditions could subject the vehicle to excessive stress which
might result in damage which is not covered under your warranty. Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor
Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has
written it. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on
straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include acceleration, cornering,
hydroplaning or peak traction characteristics. Page Tire Inflation if equipped , at least monthly
and before long trips. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic
service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire
pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Always inflate your tires to
the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation pressure
information found on the tire. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Note: If you have to drive a
distance to get air for your tire s , check and record the tire pressure first and add the
appropriate air pressure when you get to the pump. It is normal for tires to heat up and the air
pressure inside to go up as you drive. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Improper or inadequate
vehicle maintenance can cause tires to wear abnormally. Page such as P-metric versus
LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided by Ford. Page The tire
pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your vehicle are not designed to
be used in aftermarket wheels. Note: If your tires show uneven wear ask an authorized dealer to
check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved
before tire rotation. The definitions of these items are listed below. Note that the tire size, load
index and speed rating for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page Tires, Wheels
and Loading Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not required by
federal law. Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to this type of tire. Note: The temporary tire
size for your vehicle may be different from this example. If your vehicle has tires of a different
size than the size indicated on the vehicle placard or tire inflation pressure label, you should
determine the proper tire inflation pressure for those tires. Operation is subject to the following
two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must
accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
Light Repair the damaged road wheel and re-mount it on the vehicle to restore system
functionality. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and
performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control,
vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Vehicle Curb
Weight â€” is the weight of your new vehicle when you picked it up from your authorized dealer
plus any aftermarket equipment. Payload â€” is the combined weight of cargo and passengers
that the vehicle is carrying. When towing, trailer tongue load weight is also part of cargo weight.
The total load on each axle must never exceed its GAWR. GCWR Gross Combined Weight
Rating â€” is the maximum allowable weight of the vehicle and the loaded trailer â€” including
all cargo and passengers â€” Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 2. Determine the combined
weight of the driver and passengers that will be riding in your vehicle. The resulting figure
equals the available amount of cargo and luggage load capacity. Now you have the load
capacity to transport the cement and your friend home. Refer to the following chart for
information regarding the factory-equipped trailer tow connector: Trailer tow connector Color
When turning, make wider turns so the trailer wheels will clear curbs and other obstacles. Do
not tow your All Wheel Drive vehicle with the front wheels off the ground by using a tow dolly
and the rear wheels on the ground. LOCK, locks the automatic transaxle gearshift lever and
allows key removal. This position also shuts the engine and all electrical accessories off
without locking the steering wheel. To lock the steering wheel, remove the key then turn the
steering wheel. Page Driving Do not start your vehicle in a closed garage or in other enclosed
areas. Exhaust fumes can be toxic. Always open the garage door before you start the engine.
See Guarding against exhaust fumes in this chapter for more instructions. If you smell exhaust
fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect your vehicle immediately. Some warning
lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the Instrument Cluster chapter for
more information regarding the warning lights. If the engine still fails to start, press the
accelerator to the floor and try again; this will allow the engine to crank with the fuel shut off in
case the engine is flooded with fuel. Use only an extension cord that can be used outdoors, in
cold temperatures, and is clearly marked Suitable for Use with Outdoor Appliances. Page
Brakes Driving Depending on the type of factory installed equipment, your engine block heater

system may consume anywhere between watts or watts of energy per hour. Your factory
installed block heater system does not have a thermostat; however, maximum temperature is
attained after approximately 3 hours of operation. If the light does not illuminate during start up,
remains on or flashes, the ABS may be disabled and may need to be serviced. Even when the
ABS is disabled, normal braking is still effective. Page Driving Push the parking brake pedal
downward again to release the parking brake. Driving with the parking brake on will cause the
brakes to wear out quickly and reduce fuel economy. Note: If the vehicle is driven with the
parking brake applied, a chime will sound. Page Driving If the AdvanceTrac with RSC system is
activated excessively in a short period of time, the brake portion of the system will disable to
allow the brakes to cool down. In this situation, Traction Control will use only engine power
reduction to help control the wheels from over-spinning. When the brakes have cooled down,
the system will again function normally. Page Driving Aggressive driving in any road conditions
can cause you to lose control of your vehicle increasing the risk of severe personal injury or
property damage. The occurrence of a AdvanceTrac with RSC event is an indication that at least
some of the tires have exceeded their ability to grip the road; If you cannot move the gearshift
lever out of P Park with ignition in the RUN position and the brake pedal depressed: 1. Page
Driving If the parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains illuminated,
the brakes may not be working properly. See your authorized dealer as soon as possible.
Automatic Transaxle Adaptive Learning Your transaxle is equipped with an adaptive learning
strategy found in the vehicle computer. This system is not designed to prevent contact with
small or moving objects. The system is designed to provide a warning to assist the driver in
detecting large stationary objects to avoid damaging the vehicle. Page Driving the driver to
disable the system only when the ignition is ON and the gear selector is in R Reverse. Refer to
Message center in the Driver Controls chapter for more information. See your authorized dealer.
The tires may fail and injure a passenger or bystander. This will cause the AWD system to
overheat. If the rear tires stop spinning while the front tires spin in deep sand, turn off the
vehicle and allow the AWD system to cool down for a minimum of 15 minutes. Page Ford Motor
Company joins the U. Page Any modifications to a vehicle that raise the center of gravity can
make it more likely the vehicle will rollover as a result of a loss of control. Ford Motor Company
recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as
ladder or luggage racks. Never drive through water that is higher than the bottom of the wheel
rims for cars or the bottom of the hubs for trucks. This program is separate from the New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€”
Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange
roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount for
towing to the nearest dealership within 35 miles. To obtain reimbursement information, U. After
an accident, if the engine cranks but does not start, this switch may have been activated. Page
Roadside Emergencies The fuses are coded as follows. Page Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or
wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page Roadside Emergencies Tire
change procedure When one of the front wheels is off the ground, the transaxle alone will not
prevent the vehicle from moving or slipping off the jack, even if the vehicle is in P Park. To help
prevent the vehicle from moving when you change a tire, be sure to place the transaxle in P
Park , set the parking brake and block in both directions the wheel that is diagonally opposite
other side and end of the vehicle to the tire being changed. Page Roadside Emergencies 3.
Align the slot on top of the jack with the sheet metal flange indicated by the jack locator triangle
next to the tire you are changing. Turn the jack handle clockwise until the wheel is completely
off the ground. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed,
always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign materials present on the mounting surfaces of the
wheel or the surface of the wheel hub, brake drum or brake disc that contacts the wheel. If there
is visible corrosion in wheel pilot hole, remove loose particles by wiping with clean rag and
apply grease. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Check all battery terminals and remove any
excessive corrosion before you attach the battery cables. Ensure that vent caps are tight and
level. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect from any electrical surges. Connect the
negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Page Roadside Emergencies
Jump starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately
increased speed. Start the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been
started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper
cables. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to
idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker
Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed
equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt
towing procedure. On FWD vehicles, if your vehicle is to be towed from the front, ensure proper

wheel lift equipment is used to raise the front wheels off the ground. Ford Motor Company
produces a towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator
refer to this manual for proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Away from
home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs
service, or if you need more help than the authorized dealer could provide, after following the
steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized
dealer to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your
vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized dealer could provide, after
following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an
authorized dealer to help you. In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt
in some states. Page You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If the
arbitrator has decided in Page Customer Assistance If you did not take advantage of the Ford
Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since
this information is subject to change, please ask your authorized dealer for complete details
about Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at Page
Reporting Safety Defects U. The high-pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause
damage. These may include hot wax treatments used by commercial car washes, water
repellent coatings, tree sap, or other organic contamination; These quality products have been
specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to
complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. If your vehicle requires professional
service, your authorized dealer can provide the necessary parts and service. Check your
Warranty Guide to find out which parts and services are covered. Inside the vehicle, pull the
hood release handle located under the bottom of the instrument panel near the steering column.
Go to the front of the vehicle and release the secondary hood latch that is located under the
front center of the hood. Engine coolant reservoir 2. Power steering fluid reservoir 3. Brake fluid
reservoir 4. Battery 5. Power distribution box 6. Air filter assembly 7. Transaxle fluid dipstick 8.
Engine oil dipstick 9. Page In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Do not use
any special washer fluid such as windshield water repellent type fluid or bug wash. They may
cause squeaking, chatter noise, streaking and smearing. Page Engine Oil Maintenance and
Specifications Poor wiper quality can be improved by cleaning the wiper blades and the
windshield, refer to Windows and wiper blades in the Cleaning chapter. To prolong the life of
the wiper blades, it is highly recommended to scrape off the ice on the windshield before
turning on the wipers. Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. Set the parking brake and ensure
the gearshift is securely latched in P Park. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat.
Locate and carefully remove the engine oil level dipstick. Refer to Adding engine oil in this
chapter. Oil levels above this mark may cause engine damage. Page Change your engine oil and
filter according to the appropriate schedule listed in scheduled maintenance information. Ford
production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection and
long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford material and design
specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. For longer, trouble-free
operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry. Page Maintenance and Specifications Keep
batteries out of reach of children. Batteries contain sulfuric acid. Avoid contact with skin, eyes
or clothing. Shield your eyes when working near the battery to protect against possible
splashing of acid solution. In case of acid contact with skin or eyes, flush immediately with
water for a minimum of 15 minutes and get prompt medical attention. Follow your local
authorized standards for disposal. Call your local authorized recycling center to find out more
about recycling automotive batteries. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Page Recycled
engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant
in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Once the engine temperature cools, the
engine can be re-started. Take your vehicle to an authorized dealer as soon as possible to
minimize engine damage. Page Maintenance and Specifications The fuel system may be under
pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops
before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Otherwise, fuel may spray out and injure you or
others. If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive vacuum in the fuel tank may
damage the fuel system or cause the fuel cap to disengage in a collision, which may result in
serious personal injury. Breathing gasoline vapors, or skin contact could cause an adverse
reaction. In sensitive individuals, serious personal injury or sickness may result. If fuel is
splashed on the skin, promptly wash skin thoroughly with soap and water. Page The customer
warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford,
Motorcraft or other certified fuel filler cap is not used. The fuel system may be under pressure.
Page Maintenance and Specifications If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive

vacuum in the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause the fuel cap to disengage in a
collision, which may result in personal injury. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel
because this situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain components. You must gather
information as accurately and consistently as possible. Fuel expense, frequency of fill-ups or
fuel gauge readings are NOT accurate as a measure of fuel economy. Page Maintenance and
Specifications 2. Each time you fill the tank, record the amount of fuel added in gallons or liters.
After at least three to five tank fill-ups, fill the fuel tank and record the current odometer reading.
Subtract your initial odometer reading from the current odometer reading. Page If other than
Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service
of components affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine
Ford Motor Company parts in performance and durability. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Do not make any unauthorized changes to your vehicle or engine. By law, vehicle owners and
anyone who manufactures, repairs, services, sells, leases, trades vehicles, or supervises a fleet
of vehicles are not permitted to intentionally remove an emission control device or prevent it
from working. Failure to pass this inspection could prevent you from getting a vehicle
registration. Refer to the scheduled maintenance information for the service interval schedules.
Start the engine and let it run until it reaches normal operating temperature the engine coolant
temperature gauge indicator will be near the center of the normal area between H and C. Your
transaxle does not consume fluid. However, the fluid level should be checked if the transaxle is
not working properly, i. High fluid level Fluid levels above the safe range may result in transaxle
failure. Changing the air filter element 1. Release the clamps that secure the air filter housing
cover. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for
your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may
be void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. World
manufacturer identifier 2. Vehicle line, series, body type 4. Engine type 5. Check digit 6. These
quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are
custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. Page
Index Index Accessory delay Page Page Index dipstick Page Index Lumbar support, seats Page
Index Power point Page Index brake-shift interlock BSI.. This manual is also suitable for: edge.
Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Quick Reference
Manual. Table of Contents. Warning Lights And Chimes. Entertainment Systems. Auxiliary Input
Jack. Navigation System. Climate Controls. Manual Heating And Air Conditioning. Rear Window
Defroster. Turn Signal Control. Bulb Replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment.
Power Windows. Speed Control. Locks And Security. Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Ford
motor company ford crown victoria owner's guide pages. Automobile Ford Explorer Owner's
Manual pages. Ford explorer sport trac automobile owner's manual pages. Ford may change the
contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction â€” Special
handling may apply for service or vehicle end of life disposal. See Please take the time to get
well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and
understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. Furthermore, due to printing cycles it may describe options before they are generally
available. It is an integral part of the vehicle. Page 6 Introduction Protecting the environment We
must all play our part in protecting the environment. Correct vehicle usage and the authorized
disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials are significant steps towards this aim.
Information in this respect is highlighted in this guide with the tree symbol. Page 7 In order to
properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service
and repair facilities may access vehicle diagnostic information through a direct connection to
your vehicle when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 8 Introduction To access this
information, special equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford
Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not access event data recorder information without
obtaining consent, unless pursuant to court order or where required by law enforcement, other
government authorities or other third parties acting with lawful authority. Page 9 Driving while
distracted can result in loss of vehicle control, accident and injury. Ford strongly recommends
that drivers use extreme caution when using any device that may take their focus off the road.
The drivers primary responsibility is the safe operation of their vehicle. Page 10 Introduction
These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights will illuminate when
you start your vehicle to make sure the bulbs work. Normally, the Check Engine light will stay
on until the engine is cranked, then turn itself off if no malfunctions are present. Page 14
Instrument Cluster fluid level or a brake system malfunction and the brake system should be
inspected immediately by your authorized dealer. Driving a vehicle with the brake system
warning light on is dangerous. A significant decrease in braking performance may occur. If the

light remains on, have the system serviced immediately, refer to the Driving chapter for more
information. Low tire pressure warning: Illuminates when your tire pressure is low. If the light
remains ON at start up or while driving, the tire pressure should be checked. Contact your
authorized dealer as soon as possible. Door ajar: Illuminates when the ignition is in the RUN
position and any door is open. Turn signal: Illuminates when the left or right turn signal or the
hazard lights are turned on. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the
vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 19
Instrument Cluster Trip odometer: Registers the miles kilometers of individual journeys. To
reset the trip, press and hold the control again until the trip reading is 0. With this feature, the
window switches, radio and moon roof if equipped may be used for up to ten minutes after the
ignition is turned off or until either front door is opened. Remove the CD. If you do not remove
the CD the system will reload the disc. The system will eject all discs and prompt you when to
remove them. Radio volume automatically gets louder with increasing vehicle speed to
compensate for road and wind noise. The default setting is off; increasing your vehicle speed
will not change the volume level. Page 24 Entertainment Systems Page 25 Entertainment
Systems In satellite radio mode if equipped , use to select from various satellite radio
categories. The active category will appear in the display. Page 26 Entertainment Systems The
Auxiliary Input Jack provides a way to connect your portable music player to the in-vehicle
audio system. This allows the audio from a portable music player to be played through the
vehicle speakers with high fidelity. Page 28 Entertainment Systems 6. You should hear audio
from your portable music player although it may be low. Page 29 CD units are designed to play
commercially pressed 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. CDs with homemade
paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the CD player as the label may peel and cause
the CD to become jammed. It is recommended that homemade CDs be identified with permanent
felt tip marker rather Page 31 Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such
programming changes. This than two seconds to message should produce audio for the
disappear shortly. The system is working properly. Refer to Rear window defroster later in this
chapter for more information. Page 35 Climate Controls 9. Temperature control: Controls the
temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. See Heated seats in the Seating and Safety Restraints
chapter. When the system is off, outside air is shut out. The manual fan speed setting will
appear on the left side of the display. To return to automatic fan operation, press AUTO. Page 39
Climate Controls Use with recirculated air to improve cooling performance and efficiency.
Select 2. Adjust the temperature control to maintain comfort. Set the fan speed to the highest
setting. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows. To increase airflow
to the outer instrument panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the instrument
panel. Rotate to the second position to turn on the headlamps. Autolamp control if equipped
The autolamp system provides light sensitive automatic on-off control of the exterior lights
normally controlled by the headlamp control. Page 42 Lights Autolamp delay system if equipped
If your vehicle is equipped with autolamps, you can set the delay time to keep the headlights on
for up to three minutes after the key is turned OFF. The delay time is set to 20 seconds at the
factory, but the delay time may be changed by following the steps below Steps 1 through 6 must
be done within 10 seconds : 1. Page 43 Lights High beams Push the lever toward the instrument
panel to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. Flash to pass Pull toward you slightly
to activate and release to deactivate. Daytime running lamps DRL if equipped Turns the
lowbeam headlamps on with a reduced output. Move the control to the full upright position, past
detent, to turn on the interior lamps. Rotate to full down position past detent to prevent interior
lamps from illuminating when the doors Page Turn Signal Control Lights 4. On the wall or
screen you will observe a light pattern with a distinct horizontal edge of high intensity light
towards the right. If this edge is not at the horizontal reference line, the beam will need to be
adjusted. Page 48 Lights Replacing headlamp bulbs 1. Make sure that the headlamp control is in
the OFF position. Open the hood. Reach over the front bolster. Remove the bulb by turning it
counterclockwise and then pulling it straight out. Page 49 Lights 5. Carefully pull the bulb out of
the socket and push in the new bulb. Install the bulb socket into the lamp assembly and rotate
clockwise. Replacing front sidemarker bulbs For bulb replacement, see your authorized dealer.
Page 50 Lights Replacing high-mount brake lamp bulbs 1. Remove the two screws and move
the lamp assembly away from the liftgate. Remove the bulb holder from the lamp assembly by
depressing the snaps. Pull the bulb straight out of the socket and push in the new bulb. Page 51
Lights 4. Pull bulb straight out of socket and push in the new bulb. To install, carefully press the
lamp assembly into liftgate. Replacing foglamp bulbs if equipped 1. Select: INT 2 â€” Normal
speed operation of rear wiper. INT 1 â€” Intermittent operation of rear wiper. OFF â€” Storage
compartment if equipped Press the release on the door to open the storage compartment. Page

55 Driver Controls Use only soft cups in the cupholders. Hard objects can injure you in a
collision. The tray and inside bin can be removed to open up space to fit a laptop computer,
MP3 players, CDs or handbags. To remove, open the console lid and pull the bin straight up and
out from the console housing. A second auxiliary power point is located on the rear side of the
center console. Do not use the power point for operating the cigarette lighter element if
equipped. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Press and pull the window switches to open and close
windows. Page 58 Driver Controls Automatic dimming rear view mirror if equipped Your vehicle
may be equipped with an inside rear view mirror which has an auto-dimming function. Page 59
Driver Controls Compass zone adjustment 1. Determine which magnetic zone you are in for
your geographic location by referring to the zone map. Turn ignition to the ON position. Locate
the reset button on top of the compass sensor mounted behind the mirror. Page 60 Driver
Controls Compass calibration adjustment Perform compass calibration in an open area free
from steel structures and high voltage lines. Page Speed Control Driver Controls Fold-away
mirrors Fold the side mirrors in carefully when driving through a narrow space, like an
automatic car wash. Heated outside mirrors if equipped Both mirrors are heated automatically
to remove ice, mist and fog when the rear window defrost is activated. Page 62 Driver Controls
3. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. The indicator light on the instrument cluster will turn
on. Note: When you turn off the speed control or the ignition, your speed control set speed
memory is erased. They may seriously hurt themselves. Page Message Center Driver Controls If
you open and close the moon roof repeatedly, the moon roof motor may overheat and shut
down for 45 seconds while the motor cools. Page 67 Driver Controls Distance to empty DTE
Selecting this function from the INFO menu will give you an estimate of how far you can drive
with the fuel remaining in your tank under normal driving conditions. Remember to turn the
ignition OFF when refueling your vehicle. Page 68 Driver Controls Your vehicle must be moving
to calculate instantaneous fuel economy. When your vehicle is not moving, this function shows
, one or no bars illuminated. Instantaneous fuel economy cannot be reset. Page 69 Driver
Controls 3. Liftgate and glass 4. Page 70 Driver Controls 1. In the event of a multiple warning
situation, the message center will cycle the display to show all warnings by displaying each one
for four seconds. Displayed when the rear left door is not completely closed. Displayed when
the rear right door is not completely closed. Displayed when the manual park brake is set, the
engine is running and the vehicle is driven more than 3 mph 5 km. To operate the shade: 1.
Grasp the rear edge of the cargo shade and pull rearward. Page 75 Driver Controls 2. The
smaller compartment contains the jack kit. There is also extra storage space for customer use.
The lid on the small compartment is accessible and secured by two snap features. This storage
compartment is not designed to restrain objects during a collision with the lid removed. Page 76
Driver Controls 2. Slide the cross-bar to the end of the rail. Use a long, flat object to depress the
tongue in the endcaps on both sides of the cross-bar. Slide the cross-bar assembly off the end
of the rail. To reinstall the cross-bar assembly if equipped to the roof rack side rails: 1. Page 77
Driver Controls 4. Tighten thumbwheel at both ends of the cross-bar. The IKT functions as both
a programmed ignition key that operates all the locks and starts the vehicle, and a remote
keyless entry transmitter. Your IKTs are programmed to your vehicle; using a non-programmed
key will not permit your vehicle to start. All other doors will remain locked. Page 83 Locks and
Security 2. Press the power door unlock control on the door panel three times. The rear doors
can be opened from the outside when the doors are unlocked. The childproof locks are located
on rear edge of each rear door and must be set separately for each door. Page 86 Locks and
Security Switching from two step to one step door unlocking Unlocking can be switched
between two step and one step door unlocking by pressing and holding both buttons
simultaneously on the remote entry transmitter for approximately 4 seconds. The turn signal
will flash twice to indicate that the vehicle has switched to one step unlocking. Page 87 Locks
and Security To replace the battery: 1. Twist a thin coin in the slot of the IKT near the key ring in
order to remove the battery cover. Do not wipe off any grease on the battery terminals on the
back surface of the circuit board. Page 88 Locks and Security Illuminated entry The interior
lamps and puddle lamps if equipped illuminate when the Integrated Keyhead Transmitter or the
keyless entry system keypad is used to unlock the door s. Page 89 Locks and Security 1. The
ignition must be OFF to begin the sequence. Place the key in the ignition and turn the ignition to
the 3 RUN position. Page 90 Locks and Security When pressing the controls on the keyless
entry keypad, press the middle of the controls to ensure a good activation. Programming your
own personal entry code To create your own personal entry code: 1. Enter the factory set code.
Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection.
Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar
items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page 92
Locks and Security Anti-theft indicator The anti-theft indicator is located in the instrument panel

cluster. Store an extra programmed key away from the vehicle in a safe place to help prevent
any inconveniences. Please visit an authorized dealer to purchase additional spare or
replacement keys. Page 94 Locks and Security 5. Keep the ignition in the 3 RUN position for at
least three seconds, but no more than 10 seconds. Turn the ignition to the 1 LOCK position and
remove the second previously programmed coded key from the ignition. Do not pile cargo
higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of injury in a collision or sudden stop. Page 96
Seating and Safety Restraints Push side control and push down on head restraint to lower it.
Adjusting the front manual seat if equipped Lift handle to move seat forward or backward. Pull
lever up to adjust seatback. Page 97 Seating and Safety Restraints Do not pile cargo higher than
the seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or sudden stop. Always drive and ride with
your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low across the hips. Page 98 Seating and
Safety Restraints Press to raise or lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the control
to move the seat forward, backward, up or down. Page 99 Seating and Safety Restraints The
head restraints can be moved up and down. Lift the head restraint so that it is located directly or
as close as possible behind your head. Push control to lower or remove head restraint. Folding
down rear seats 1. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Pull the seat release control. Note:
Make sure the floor is clear of all objects before folding the seat. Flip seat forward. Attach the
safety belt web snap button to the quarter trim panel snap button. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints 5. To release seatback, pull the seatback release lever on top of seat toward the front
seat. Note: When the seatback release lever is pulled, slowly lower seatback to the flat position.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. Rotate seat cushion down into the seating position
making sure that the seat cushion is locked into place and that the safety belt buckles are
exposed. Make sure safety belt buckle heads are through elastic holders on seat backs. Lift the
yellow tab to release the hinges. Pull the cushion to the outboard side of the vehicle. To install
the rear cushion 1. Push the cushion to the inboard side of the vehicle. The system is designed
to help protect smaller drivers sitting close to the driver airbag by providing a lower airbag
output level. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Front safety belt usage sensors The front
safety belt usage sensors detect whether or not the driver and front outboard passenger safety
belts are fastened. This information allows your Personal Safety System to tailor the airbag
deployment and safety belt pretensioner activation depending upon safety belt usage. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Safety restraints precautions Always drive and ride with your
seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low across the hips. To reduce the risk of injury,
make sure children sit where they can be properly restrained. Never let a passenger hold a child
on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belts
and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has been closed up in sunny weather; they could
burn a small child. Check seat covers and buckles before you place a child anywhere near them.
Combination lap and shoulder belts 1. Page Seating and Safety Restraints movement. Page if
equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether
anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company
recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be
replaced. Page Seating and Safety Restraints authorized dealer finds that the belts do not show
damage and continue to operate properly, they do not need to be replaced. Safety belt
assemblies not in use during a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage
or improper operation is noted. Page Seating and Safety Restraints therefore potentially in need
of a warning. To avoid activating the Belt-Minder feature for objects placed in the front
passenger seat, warnings will only be given to large front seat occupants as determined by the
front passenger sensing system. Belts are Your Ford safety belts are designed to enhance
uncomfortable comfort. If you are uncomfortable - try different positions for the safety belt
upper anchorage and seatback which should be as upright as possible; Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Do not sit on top of a buckled safety belt or insert a latchplate into the buckle
to avoid the Belt-Minder chime. For the seating position being disabled, buckle then unbuckle
the safety belt 9 times, ending in the unbuckled state. Step 3 must be completed within 50
seconds after the safety belt warning light turns off. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not
attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag supplemental restraint systems or its fuses. See
your authorized dealer. Modifications to the front end of the vehicle, including frame, bumper,
front end body structure, tow hooks and B-pillar surrounding parts may affect the performance
of the airbag sensors increasing the risk of injury. Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does
the airbag supplemental restraint system work? The airbag SRS is designed to activate when
the vehicle sustains a longitudinal deceleration sufficient to cause the airbag sensors to close
an electrical circuit that initiates airbag inflation. The fact that the airbags did not inflate in a
collision does not mean that something is wrong with the system. Refer to Safety Canopy
system later in this chapter. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Sitting improperly out of

position or with the seat back reclined too far can take off weight from the seat cushion and
affect the decision of the front passenger sensing system, resulting in serious injury or death in
a crash. Always sit upright against your seatback, with your feet on the floor. Determining if the
system is operational The SRS uses a readiness light in the instrument cluster or a tone to
indicate the status of the system. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not attempt to service,
repair, or modify the airbag SRS, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat containing an airbag. See
an authorized dealer. All occupants of the vehicle should always wear their safety belts even
when an airbag SRS is provided. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The airbag SRS is
designed to activate when the vehicle sustains lateral deceleration sufficient to cause the
sensors to close an electrical circuit that initiates airbag inflation. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Safety Canopy system Do not place objects or mount equipment on or near the
headliner at the siderail that may come into contact with a deploying Safety Canopy. Failure to
follow these instructions may increase the risk of personal injury in the event of a collision. The
design and development of the Safety Canopy system included recommended testing
procedures that were developed by a group of automotive safety experts known as the Side
Airbag Technical Working Group. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The Safety Canopy is
mounted to roof side-rail sheet metal, behind the headliner, above the first and second row
seats. The Safety Canopy designed to inflate between the side window area and occupants to
further enhance protection provided in side impact collisions and rollover events. If any of these
things happen, even intermittently, have the SRS serviced at your authorized dealer
immediately. Unless serviced, the system may not function properly in the event of a collision.
Page To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child
safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster
seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt
rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Children and booster seats vary widely in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps the lap
belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the
shoulder belt to cross the chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Page 80 lb.
Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints tether anchors. For more information on top tether straps and anchors, refer
to Attaching safety seats with tether straps in this chapter. Pull down on the shoulder belt and
then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. To put the retractor in the automatic locking
mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is extracted
and a click is heard. Allow the belt to retract. The belt will click as it retracts to indicate it is in
the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Attaching child safety seats
with tether straps Most new forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which goes
over the back of the seat and hooks to an anchoring point. Tether straps are available as an
accessory for many older safety seats. Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for
information about ordering a tether strap. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 4. Clip the tether
strap to the anchor as shown. The arrow in the above graphic points toward the front of the
vehicle. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained
properly in the event of a collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Your vehicle has LATCH
anchors for child seat installation at the following locations: The anchors on both sides of the
center of the rear seat are provided primarily for child seats at the outboard seats, and are
further apart than the pairs of lower anchors for child seat installation at other seats. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints when the child is seated in it. Keep the tether strap just snug
without lifting the front of the child seat. Keeping the child seat just touching the vehicle seat
gives the best protection in a severe crash. Each time you use the safety seat, check that the
seat is properly attached to the lower anchors and tether anchor. Utility vehicles and trucks are
not designed for cornering at speeds as high as passenger cars any more than low-slung sports
cars are designed This increases traction which may enable you to safely drive over terrain and
road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive vehicle cannot. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading How your vehicle differs from other vehicles SUV and trucks can differ from some
other vehicles in a few noticeable ways. Page 10 to 12 inches or limited production tires as
defined in Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part Department of Transportation-Tire quality
grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the
following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it. Page Tires,
Wheels and Loading The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on straight-ahead braking
traction tests, and does not include acceleration, cornering, hydroplaning or peak traction
characteristics. Page Tire Inflation if equipped , at least monthly and before long trips. You are
strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service station gauges may
be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than

a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended
inflation pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation pressure information found on
the tire. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading when you get to the pump. It is normal for tires to heat
up and the air pressure inside to go up as you drive. Remove the cap from the valve on one tire,
then firmly press the tire gauge onto the valve and measure the pressure. Page such as
P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided by Ford.
Page 4. Use both eye and ear protection. For a mounting pressure more than 20 psi greater than
the maximum pressure, a Ford Dealer or other tire service professional should do the mounting.
Always inflate steel carcass tires with a remote air fill with the person inflating standing at a
minimum of 12 ft. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading If your vehicle is stuck in snow, mud, sand,
etc. A tire can explode in as little as three to five seconds. Note: If your tires show uneven wear
ask an authorized dealer to check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or
mechanical problem involved before tire rotation. The definitions of these items are listed
below. Note that the tire size, load index and speed rating for your vehicle may be different from
this example. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Note: You may not find this information on all
tires because it is not required by federal law. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may
be different from this example. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading vehicle placard or tire inflation
pressure label. If your vehicle has tires of a different size than the size indicated on the vehicle
placard or tire inflation pressure label, you should determine the proper tire inflation pressure
for those tires. As an added safety feature, your vehicle has been equipped with a tire pressure
monitoring system TPMS that illuminates a low tire pressure The tire pressure should be
checked periodically at least monthly using a tire gauge, see Inflating your tires in this chapter.
Failure to properly maintain your tire pressure could increase the risk of tire failure, loss of
control, vehicle rollover and personal injury. When you believe your system is not operating
properly The main function of the Tire Pressure Monitoring System is to warn you when your
tires need air. Warning Light Repair the damaged road wheel and re-mount it on the vehicle to
restore system functionality. Consult your authorized dealer for information on other Ford
Motor Company approved methods of traction control. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Payload
â€” is the combined weight of cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When towing,
trailer tongue load or king pin weight is also part of cargo weight. The total load on each axle
must never exceed its GAWR. GCWR Gross Combined Weight Rating â€” is the maximum
allowable weight of the vehicle and the loaded trailer â€” including all cargo and passengers â€”
Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1. If you and your friend each weigh lb. No, you do
not have enough cargo capacity to carry that much weight. Refer to Driving while you tow in
this chapter. Refer to your scheduled maintenance information for more information. Range - lb.
Use a load carrying hitch. This will also assist in transmission cooling. For additional
information, refer to Understanding the gearshift positions of the 4â€”speed automatic
transmission in the Driving chapter. LOCK, locks the gearshift lever and steering column and
allows key removal. RUN, all electrical circuits operational and warning lights will illuminate.
Page Driving If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect your
vehicle immediately. Do not drive if you smell exhaust fumes. When the engine starts, the idle
RPM runs higher than normal in order to warm the engine. Page Driving Starting the engine 1. If
there is difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel until the key turns freely. For best
results, plug the heater in at least three hours before starting the vehicle. The heater can be
plugged in the night before starting the vehicle. To reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not
use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems or two-pronged cheater adapters. Page
Driving distance. The ABS will be activated immediately, allowing you to retain steering control
during hard braking and on slippery surfaces. However, the ABS does not decrease stopping
distance. Page Driving Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is
securely latched in P Park automatic transmission or in 1 First manual transmission. The
parking brake is not recommended to stop a moving vehicle. However, if the normal brakes fail,
the parking brake can be used to stop your vehicle in an emergency. Traction Control is a driver
aid that helps your vehicle. Page Driving If the parking brake is fully released, but the brake
warning lamp remains illuminated, the brakes may not be working properly. See your authorized
dealer as soon as possible. Page Driving Understanding the gearshift positions of the
4â€”speed automatic transaxle This vehicle is equipped with an adaptive Transmission Shift
Strategy. Adaptive Shift Strategy offers the optimal transmission operation and shift quality.
Page Driving Always set the parking brake fully and make sure the gearshift is latched in P Park.
Turn the ignition to the LOCK position and remove the key whenever you leave your vehicle. R
Reverse With the gearshift lever in R Reverse , the vehicle will move backward. Always come to
a complete stop before shifting into and out of R Reverse. To start the vehicle: 1. Make sure the
parking brake is fully set. Page Driving To help avoid personal injury, please read and

understand the limitations of the reverse sensing system as contained in this section. As you
move closer to the obstacle, the rate of the tone increases. Your vehicle is equipped with an
intelligent 4WD System that continuously monitors vehicle conditions and automatically adjusts
the power distribution between the front and rear wheels. Do not turn the steering wheel too
sharply while returning to the road surface. The tires may fail and injure a passenger or
bystander. Page Ford Motor Company joins the U. Page Driving Driving on hilly or sloping
terrain Although natural obstacles may make it necessary to travel diagonally up or down a hill
or steep incline, you should always try to drive straight up or straight down. Avoid driving
crosswise or turning on steep slopes or hills. Page Ford Motor Company recommends that
caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as ladder racks or
pickup box cover. Page Driving and adversely affect driver and passenger safety. Frequent
inspection of vehicle chassis components is recommended if the vehicle is subjected to heavy
off-road usage. Page Roadside Emergencies Ford and Mercury vehicles, and six years or 70,
miles , km on Lincoln vehicles. Page 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€”
Canadian customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange
roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount. To
obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call 1â€”â€”â€”; The
hazard flashers will operate when the ignition is in any position or if the key is not in the
ignition. Push in the flasher control and all front and rear direction signals will flash. To reset
the switch: 1. Turn the ignition OFF. Check the fuel system for leaks. If no leaks are apparent,
reset the switch by pushing in on the reset button. Page Roadside Emergencies The
high-current fuses are coded as follows. Page Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is
damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page Roadside Emergencies For vehicles
equipped with 4WD, it is not recommended that the vehicle be operated in 4WD modes with a
temporary emergency spare tire. Page Roadside Emergencies Stopping and securing the
vehicle 1. Park on a level surface, set the parking brake and activate hazard flashers. Place
gearshift lever in P Park automatic transmission or R Reverse manual transmission and turn
engine off. Removing the jack and tools The jack and tools are located under the carpeted load
floor. Page Roadside Emergencies Remove the lug wrench from the jack in order to remove the
spare tire from under the vehicle. Removing the spare tire or spare tire and tether if equipped 1.
Insert the lug wrench through the access hole in the rear bumper. Page Roadside Emergencies
5. Use the lug wrench to remove the lug nut from the spare tire tether. If not replacing the spare
or flat tire to the underbody storage area, raise winch up into the installed position. Use the
attached fastener strap 2 to tie the tether end to the winch actuator shaft if equipped. Page
Roadside Emergencies Do not attempt to change a tire on the side of the vehicle close to
moving traffic. Pull far enough off the road to avoid the danger of being hit when operating the
jack or changing the wheel. Position the jack directly below the protruding bolt. Position the
jack directly below the stud on the rear trailing arm. Position the jack according to the guides
and turn the jack handle clockwise until the tire is a maximum of 1 inch 25 mm off the ground.
Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Remove the lug nuts with the lug nut wrench. Replace the flat
tire with the spare tire, making sure the valve stem is facing outward. Reinstall lug nuts until the
wheel is snug against the hub. Do not fully tighten the lug nuts until the wheel has been
lowered. Place tire on end with valve stem facing rearward, away from vehicle. Place tether into
bolt holes in wheel and attach lug nut using lug wrench. Lay the tire on the ground with the
valve stem facing down. If your vehicle is equipped with aluminum wheels, remove the wheel
ornament. Page Jump Starting M12 x 1. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners.
When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt or foreign materials present on the
mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the wheel hub, brake drum or brake disc that
contacts the wheel. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Park the booster vehicle close to the hood
of the disabled vehicle making sure the two vehicles do not touch. Set the parking brake on
both vehicles and stay clear of the engine cooling fan and other moving parts. Connect the
negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Once the disabled vehicle has
been started, run both engines for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper
cables. Removing the jumper cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that they
were connected. Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Note: In the
illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. After the
disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several
minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing It is
recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment. Do
not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure.
On FWD vehicles, if your vehicle is to be towed from the front, ensure proper wheel lift
equipment is used to raise the front wheels off the ground. Ford Motor Company produces a

towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this
manual for proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Away from home If you own
a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you
need more help than the authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps described
above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you.
Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs service, or
if you need more help than the authorized dealer could provide, after following the steps
described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to
help you. Page Customer Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair
attempt in some states. Page You are not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If
the arbitrator has decided in Page Customer Assistance If you did not take advantage of the
Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible.
Since this information is subject to change, please ask your authorized dealer for complete
details about Ford Extended Service Plan coverage options, or visit the Ford ESP website at
Page Items in this catalog may be purchased by credit card, check or money order. Box
Oakville, ON, Canada Page Reporting Safety Defects U. The high-pressure fluid could penetrate
the sealed parts and cause damage. These products are available from your authorized dealer.
Page Flush the complete underside of your vehicle frequently. Keep body and door drain holes
free from packed dirt. These Escape Page Cleaning quality products have been specifically
engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style
and appearance of your vehicle. Each product is made from high quality materials that meet or
exceed rigid specifications. If your vehicle requires professional service, your authorized dealer
can provide the necessary parts and service. Check your Warranty Guideto find out which parts
and services are covered. Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Block the wheels. Set the
parking brake, depress the clutch and place the gearshift in N Neutral. Engine coolant reservoir
2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Automatic transmission dipstick if equipped 4. Air filter assembly 6.
Power distribution box 7. Battery 8. Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. Automatic
transmission fluid dipstick 3. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Air filter assembly 5. Power distribution
box 6. Battery 7. Engine oil dipstick 8. Engine oil filler cap 9. Page In very cold weather, do not
fill the reservoir completely. Only use a washer fluid that meets Ford specifications. Do not use
any special washer fluid such as windshield water repellent type fluid or bug wash. They may
cause squeaking, chatter noise, streaking and smearing. Pull the wiper blade and arm away
from the glass. Turn the blade at a right angle to the arm. Squeeze the locking tabs to release
the blade from the arm and pull the blade away from the arm to remove it. Grab the wiper arm
just below the blade attachment and pull it as far away from the glass as possible. Do not use
excessive force because it can break the wiper arm at the heel. Wipe the indicator clean. Insert
the indicator fully, then remove it again. Refer to Adding engine oil in this chapter. Oil levels
above the MAX mark or upper hole may cause engine damage. If the engine is overfilled, some
oil must be removed from the engine by an authorized dealer. Page Change your engine oil and
filter according to the appropriate schedule listed in scheduled maintenance information. Ford
production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection and
long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford material and design
specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. For longer, trouble-free
operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry. Page Maintenance and Specifications Keep
batteries out of reach of children. Batteries contain sulfuric acid. Avoid contact with skin, eyes
or clothing. Shield your eyes when working near the battery to protect against possible
splashing of acid solution. In case of acid contact with skin or eyes, flush immediately with
water for a minimum of 15 minutes and get prompt medical attention. Follow your local
authorized standards for disposal. Call your local authorized recycling center to find out more
about recycling automotive batteries. Page If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could
make it difficult to see through the windshield. Refer to Maintenance product specifications and
capacities in this chapter. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Page Recycled engine
coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in
vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Used engine coolant should be disposed of in an appropriate manner. Page Maintenance and
Specifications What you should know about fail-safe cooling 2. Page Maintenance and
Specifications Driving the vehicle without repairing the engine problem increases the chance of
engine damage. Take your vehicle to an authorized dealer as soon as possible. Refer to
scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for changing the fuel filter.
Fuel such as gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury.
Page Maintenance and Specifications Refueling Fuel vapor burns violently and a fuel fire can

cause severe injuries. Page The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank
or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. The fuel
system may be under pressure. Remove fuel filler cap slowly. Running out of fuel Avoid running
out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain components. On
restarting, cranking time will take a few seconds longer than normal. Page If other than Ford,
Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service of
components affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine
Ford Motor Company parts in performance and durability. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Do not park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission
system heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire.
Illumination of the indicator, charging system warning light or the temperature warning light,
fluid leaks, strange odors, smoke or loss of engine power could indicate that the emission
control system is not working properly. The fuel cap may not have been securely tightened. See
Fuel filler cap in this chapter. Driving through deep waterâ€”the electrical system may be wet.
These temporary malfunctions can be corrected by filling the fuel tank with good quality fuel,
properly tightening the fuel cap or letting the electrical system dry out. Allow the vehicle to sit
for at least eight hours without starting the engine. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Park
the vehicle on a level surface and engage the parking brake. With the parking brake engaged
and your foot on the brake pedal, start the engine and move the gearshift lever through all of the
gear ranges. Page Air Filter S 7. Add enough fluid through the filler opening so that the fluid
level is at the bottom of the opening. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that
meets Ford specifications. Refer to the Maintenance product specifications and capacities
section in this chapter. Page Maintenance and Specifications When changing the air filter
element, use only the Motorcraft air filter element listed. Refer to Motorcraft part numbers in this
chapter. Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for
your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may
be void for any damage to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. World
manufacturer identifier 2. Vehicle line, series, body type 4. Engine type 5. Check digit 6. These
quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are
custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. Page
Accessories Peace of mind Mobile-Ease hands-free communication system Remote start
system Vehicle security system Wheel locks Not all accessories are available for all models.
Page Index Index Auxiliary power point Page Cruise control idle speed control Page Index filter,
specifications.. Page Index Manual transaxle Keyless entry system Page Index Power door
locks Page Index Tires Page Ford Motor Company. Control de velocidad: se enciende cuando el
control de velocidad se activa. Saque el CD. Page Sistemas de entretenimiento 6. Verifique la
disponibilidad en su distribuidor autorizado. Page Sistemas de entretenimiento Page Sistemas
de entretenimiento 5. Page 12 cm 4. Page Controles de temperatura interior Page Sistema de
luces Luces altas Empuje la palanca hacia el tablero de instrumentos para activarlas. Jale la
palanca hacia usted para desactivarlas. Page Sistema de luces 4. Page Sistema de luces 2. Abra
el cofre. Page Sistema de luces 5. Jale cuidadosamente la bombilla fuera del socket y ponga la
bombilla nueva. Reemplazo de los focos de la luz indicadora delantera Para reemplazar el foco,
consulte a un distribuidor autorizado. Page Sistema de luces Reemplazo de los focos de luz
superior de freno 1. Quite los dos tornillos y retire el conjunto de la luz de la compuerta
levadiza. Quite el sujetador del foco del conjunto de la luz presionando los ganchos de resorte.
Jale el foco en forma recta fuera del socket y ponga el foco nuevo. Para instalarlo, presione
cuidadosamente el conjunto de la luz en la compuerta levadiza. Select Seleccione : INT 2:
funcionamiento a velocidad normal del limpiador trasero. INT 1: funcionamiento intermitente del
limpiador trasero. Page Controles del conductor 5. Page Controles del conductor El
tomacorriente auxiliar se ubica en el tablero de instrumentos. Un segundo tomacorriente
auxiliar se ubica en el lado trasero de la consola central. Page Controles del conductor Presione
y jale los interruptores de la ventana para abrir o cerrar las ventanas. Un solo toque Permite
abrir completamente la ventana del conductor sin mantener Gire el control hacia la derecha
para ajustar el espejo derecho y gire el control a la izquierda para ajustar el espejo izquierdo.
Nota: cuando use el pedal del clutch para desactivar el control de velocidad, la velocidad del
motor puede aumentar por un instante; Para cada sistema monitoreado, el centro de mensajes
indica durante tres segundos un mensaje OK o un mensaje de advertencia. Page Controles del
conductor 1. Idioma 1. La cubierta se puede sacar para conseguir mayor espacio de
almacenamiento. Suelte el control de accionamiento con el pulgar de ambos extremos de la
barra transversal ambas barras transversales son ajustables. Page Controles del conductor 3.
Deslice la barra transversal para sacarla del extremo del riel. Page Seguridad y seguros
Procedimiento de teclado de entrada sin llave 1. Cierre todas las puertas, la compuerta levadiza

y la ventana de la compuerta levadiza. Page Seguridad y seguros 6. Page Seguridad y seguros
8. Page Seguridad y seguros 5. No amontone carga que sobrepase los respaldos para reducir el
riesgo de lesiones en un choque o en un frenado repentino. Page Asientos y sistemas de
seguridad Empuje el control lateral y empuje hacia abajo el apoyacabezas para bajarlo. Jale la
palanca hacia arriba para ajustar el respaldo del asiento. Page Asientos y sistemas de
seguridad No amontone carga por encima del nivel de los respaldos para evitar que alguien
resulte lesionado en un choque o frenado repentino. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad 2.
Guarde el apoyacabezas debajo del asiento delantero. Jale el control de desenganche del
asiento. Incline el asiento hacia adelante. Condiciones de funcionamiento Si Page 40 km 25
millas de casa. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad Razones dadas Belt-Minder le recuerda
tomar unos pocos segundos para abrocharse. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad 1. Espere
hasta que se apague la luz de advertencia de los cinturones de seguridad. Aproximadamente 1
minuto. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad No utilice cubiertas adicionales en los asientos.
El uso de cubiertas adicionales en los asientos puede impedir que las bolsas de aire laterales
se inflen y aumentar el riesgo de lesiones en un accidente. No apoye su cabeza contra la puerta.
La bolsa de aire lateral puede lesionarlo ya que se infla desde el lado del respaldo. El sistema
de bolsas de aire lateral incluido el asiento debe ser inspeccionado y reparado por un
distribuidor autorizado. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad Sistema de seguridad Safety
Canopy No coloque objetos ni monte equipos sobre o cerca del forro del techo en la barandilla
lateral que puedan entrar en contacto con el sistema Safety Canopy que se despliega. Si no se
siguen estas instrucciones, el riesgo de lesiones personales puede aumentar en caso de una El
sistema Safety Canopy incluido el tapizado de los pilares A, B y C debe ser inspeccionado y
revisado por un distribuidor autorizado. Page Asientos y sistemas de seguridad 5. Page
Asientos y sistemas de seguridad 3. Page Parte Page Llantas, ruedas y carga 2. Page Llantas,
ruedas y carga 6. Page Llantas, ruedas y carga 8. Page Llantas, ruedas y carga funcione como
corresponde. Page Llantas, ruedas y carga Ejemplos: para un remolque convencional de 2, kg
5, lb , multiplique 5, por 0. Para un remolque de quinta rueda de 5, kg 11, lb , multiplique por 0.
Utilice un enganche de transporte de carga. Siempre abra la puerta del garaje antes de arrancar
el motor. Page Manejo Arranque del motor 1. Page Manejo Jale la palanca de desenganche para
liberar el freno. Ponga el freno de estacionamiento, gire el encendido a LOCK y luego quite la
llave. El transeje funciona en las velocidades primera a cuarta. Las llantas pueden fallar y
lesionar a un pasajero o a un observador. Evite reducir las presiones de las llantas; pero
cambie a una velocidad inferior y maneje uniformemente por el terreno. Presione lentamente el
acelerador y evite hacer patinar las ruedas. No descienda en neutro; desenganche la
sobremarcha o pase manualmente a una velocidad inferior. Restablecimiento del interruptor: 1.
Apague el encendido. Page Emergencias en el camino Tablero de fusibles del compartimiento
del pasajero El tablero de fusibles se encuentra en el lado derecho de la consola central, junto
al tablero de instrumentos. Quite la tapa del tablero para tener acceso a la cubierta de fusibles.
Page Ford originalmente. Page Emergencias en el camino 2. Retire la alfombra y quite la
cubierta. Inserte la llave de tuercas en el orificio de acceso de la defensa trasera. Page
Emergencias en el camino 6. Suelte todas las tuercas de seguridad de la rueda, dando medio
giro hacia la izquierda, pero no las quite hasta que la rueda se haya levantado del suelo.
Coloque el gato directamente debajo del perno del brazo de remolque trasero. Page
Emergencias en el camino 3. Page Emergencias en el camino Arranque con cables
pasacorriente 1. No remolque con una eslinga. Ford Motor Company no ha aprobado el
procedimiento de remolque con eslingas. Ford Motor Company elabora un manual de remolque
para todos los operadores autorizados de camiones de remolque. Page Centro de asistencia al
cliente Ford para encontrar un distribuidor autorizado que pueda ayudarlo. En algunos estados
en EE. Page Limpieza cumplen o exceden especificaciones estrictas. Coloque el freno de
estacionamiento y cambie a P Estacionamiento. Bloquee las ruedas. Ponga el freno de
estacionamiento, p
honda black max lawn mower owners manual
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resione el clutch y coloque la palanca de cambio de velocidades en N Neutro. Conjunto del
filtro de aire 5. Aparte la hoja y el brazo del limpiador del vidrio. Page Mantenimiento y
especificaciones Para reemplazar la hoja del limpiador: 1. No aplique demasiada fuerza porque
puede romper el brazo del limpiador. Page Mantenimiento y especificaciones 5. Ubique y
extraiga cuidadosamente el indicador del nivel de aceite del motor varilla indicadora. Limpie el
indicador. Evite el contacto con la piel, los ojos o la ropa. En personas sensibles, puede
producir lesiones o enfermedades graves. Page Ford o Motorcraft original y correcto. Page 8.

Page Mantenimiento y especificaciones 3. Separe cuidadosamente las dos mitades del
alojamiento del filtro de aire. Saque el elemento del filtro de aire del alojamiento. Sacuda el
alojamiento del filtro de aire y la cubierta, limpie para sacar la suciedad o los residuos y
asegurar un buen sellado. Page PCV. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.

